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What do issues with theory of mind look like
in day to day life?

Theory of Mind: a model in studies of Autism

Baron Cohen, Leslie and Frith wrote in 1985 about ‘a new
model of metarepresentational development’ …. ‘being able to
conceive of mental states: that is, knowing that other people
know, want, feel, or believe things’.
Premack and Woodruff (1978) used the term a ‘theory of
mind’.’

http://www.educateautism.com/infographics/s
ally-anne-test.html

False belief tests of theory of mind

Theory of mind: development

Winner and Crooke 2009 describe evidence of typically developing children showing an awareness
of different perspectives early on.
• By four years of age, neurotypical children emerge in their use of mental state verbs (e.g., think,
know, guess, decide, etc.) to express information about what they think others are thinking (De
Villiers, 2000).
• By six years old they can understand the basic concept that people can lie, cheat and steal (BaronCohen, 2000).

Traditional Tales for learning about
Theory of Mind
The three bears that Goldilocks visited all had different tastes in chairs, beds and porridge.
Little Red Riding Hood thought she was having a nice chat with grandma. The wolf was in the bed
pretending to be grandma. He had a nice chat with Red Riding Hood but he was waiting for the
right moment to eat her up. Red Riding Hood wasn’t expecting that.

The three little pigs put a pot of boiling water at the bottom of the chimney but the big bad wolf
didn’t know, so he went down the chimney even though it was unsafe.
Jack was amazed to see the giant in the castle but the giant wasn’t pleased to see Jack.

Theory of Mind in DS
• Theory of mind (the ability to understand that others have beliefs, desires, and intentions that are
different from one’s own), …. reported to be more involved in DS as opposed to individuals with
fragile x syndrome (Abbeduto et al 2001 quoted in Roberts Chapman and Warren 2008)
• It appears that there is something about theory of mind that is problematic for individuals with
Down syndrome and that this involves more than an inability to process language (Abbeduto et al
2001)
• Individuals with Down syndrome may have some difficulty with perspective taking and
understanding other people’s motives, desires and feelings (Hepburn and Fidler in Froehlke and
Zaborek 2013)

(Wade) is not driven by the things that drive other kids. He doesn’t want
something just because another kid has it. He doesn’t show off to get
attention or feel the need to be the biggest and the best in the room. He
doesn’t care what people think of him while he is lying on the floor
refusing to move.
These are really fabulous traits that I hope he gets to keep but the trade-off
for some of that is he doesn’t realise how much his actions can impact on
those around him. Being 100 per cent sure of yourself and what you want is
awesome but he also needs to learn how to understand the needs of others
and that the world doesn’t revolve around him…. It’s also going to be pretty
important if he wants to have and keep friends too.
I’ve been reassured many times that this is very appropriate behaviour for a
five-year-old just about to enter school. This may well be true–please let it be
true–but I have also spoken to others who describe this type of
stubbornness persisting well into adulthood as well. So, while I wait to see
if it is a phase he might grow out of, I am also watching it to understand
more about how he sees the world and why he does the things he does.
https://embracingwade.wordpress.com/2018/01/03/stubbornness-and-down-syndrome-part-1-learning-to-seeeye-to-eye/

Intervention with children with DS
To have a Theory of Mind is to have the ability to reason
about one’s own and others’ mental states, to recognise
them as the same or different, and use them to explain
and predict actions.
This difficulty can be overcome by a simple intervention
to establish pertinent prerequisite discrimination:
training to attend to who likes what in experimental
format.
Molina Cobos and Amador Castro, 2010

For people who have DS,
is Theory of mind implicated in….?

• The failure of ‘telling off’ as a behaviour management strategy
• Insufficient detail in narrative accounts- the need to teach narrative structure
• Vulnerability to mate crime- ‘but they are my friends!’
• Difficulties in following rules around consent in relationships

Thomas just whacked his sister after she refused to give him a turn on
the computer.
His dad says, in an angry tone, ‘Now Thomas, there is no hitting in
this house! You are in big trouble. Go to your room until you are ready
to apologise’
Thomas broke a rule, his father is angry with him and he is being
punished.
Because Thomas is likely to be really talented at reading emotions and
enjoys getting a rise out of his dad, his father’s reaction may actually
seem exciting to him.
Giving Thomas an animated lecture on his behaviour really presents a
lose-lose scenario.

Thomas may actually find this emotional and strong response
reinforcing. That is, it may make him more likely to repeat that
behaviour again!

Van Bysterveldt, Westerveld, Gillon, Foster-Cohen (2012)
recommend intervention to enhance personal narrative
skills of school-aged children with Down syndrome:
• Enhance descriptions of past events

• Enhance descriptions of the emotional states associated
with those events
Who? What? Where? When?
First

Next
Then
It was…..

‘But they are my friends’.

Harry, Charlotte isn’t interested in being your girlfriend.
You have to leave her alone.

But we are meant to be together.

I believe we all have a soul mate, the chance for a perfect duet
I believe in hopeless devotion, I just haven't found her yet
But in my mind I see, a chick meant for me

Key messages

• ‘Facts’ can be misleading.
• People have different opinions, and they matter.
• People don’t always say what they mean. Sometimes they lie or deceive on purpose.

Changing perspectives

Strategies: Mind the Gap
Facts are contested, and therefore misleading.
There are rules (shared views of how things should be) and
opinions (individuals’ views that contrast with others.
• Teach relevant etiquette rules as social skills. Teach the real
life rules, not the conventions we chat about when we are
being polite.
• Observe and label what you see. ‘This is called….,’ not ‘This
is……’. Start as we mean to go on- don’t teach concrete facts
now and nuanced ideas later.

Strategies: Mind the Gap

Framing rules
It’s ok to….., or It’s not ok to…..

What

(with) who

where

when

Rules are owned and implemented by communities. Modelling of rules needs consistency.

Strategies: Mind the Gap

‘Picking your nose is disgusting’, or ‘No-one wants to smell your farts’, are not always true.
Own your own opinions: ‘I don’t want to see/ find/ smell….’ if that’s what you mean.

Strategies: Mind the Gap

Diversity- Notice how everyone is different and that’s just fine.
Pull back from generalisations (‘everyone likes chocolate’).

Build awareness of what individual likes/dislikes and
likes/dislikes of others.

Strategies: Mind the Gap

Support our children to understand other peoples’ perspectives:
• Talk about the hurt and insult when it happens to our child, don’t brush off the experience with
‘don’t make a fuss’, ‘it was an accident, it doesn’t matter’.

• Our children learn through doing so create delineated, safe settings to experience and reflect.

